
Communications & Language 
 
Reciprocal Reading: Predictions, Clarification (dictionary 
use), Questions and Summaries. 
 
Book reviews—which are our favourite books and why? 
Which books would you recommend and why? 
 
Group discussion & Partner talk. (Speaking and listening) 
 
Roleplay with masks—acting out stories. 
 
Hot seating, developing narratives and questioning. 
 

PSED & RE 
PSED 
Understanding others and taking turns.  
Personal hygiene—how to keep ourselves clean and 
healthy.  
Healthy eating—making choices about what we eat.  
Diseases and things that can harm us. 
 
RE 
Looking at me, looking at you—what makes us special? 
Harvest Festival and other festivals.  

Literacy 
Writing 
Instruction—making and labelling a skeleton. 
Information Text about Human Body & Florence  
Nightingale. 
Story writing (Funny Bones) —Setting, Character         
Description, Speech and Story Sequences. 
 
Reading 
Group Comprehension & Reciprocal Reading. 
(Reading Detectives, Head Start and Oxford Reading 
Tree) 
Daily story time with the class.  
 
 
Phonics 
Jolly Phonics and Letters and Sounds. 

Physical Education 
 
Roleplay and Dance through stories read in class and our 
Human Body theme.  
 
Woodwork to help develop our fine motor skills. 
 
PE  
Cricket—throwing and catching, bat and ball skills. 
 
Awareness of space and position. 
(Using a range of skills and language, including: rolling, 
hitting, running, jumping, catching and kicking, and using 
the terms opponent and team-mate.) 

Expressive Arts & Design 
 
Music—Singing nursery rhymes and songs.  
Using Purple Mash to create a musical piece.  

 

Art —Painting pictures of people, families and self     
portraits. (Use thick and thin brushes. Mix primary     
colours to make secondary. Add white to colours to make 
tints and black to colours to make tones.)   
 

DT—woodwork and junk modelling—making a skeleton 
puppet. (Cut materials safely using tools provided. 
Demonstrate a range of cutting and shaping techniques 
(such as tearing, cutting, folding and curling).) 
 

Mathematics & Computing 
 

Maths Scheme ‘Maths No Problem’ to help with reasoning 
and problems solving. (Bar modelling) 
 
Place value up to 100 and use of adding and subtracting 
to develop arithmetic skills. 
 
Use of Purple Mash for email and programming.  
 
Research using the internet and clicker 5 about the 
‘Human Body.’ 
 
E-safety. (Understand online risks and the age rules for 
sites.) 
 

Email, radios and website posts. (Use a range of            
applications and devices in order to communicate ideas, 
work and messages.)  
Creating string telephones to talk with friends. 

Understanding the World 
Science 
Human Body and our senses. (Name, draw and label the 
basic parts of the human body and say which part of the 
body is associated with each sense.) 
Families and how we grow.  (Identify how humans          
resemble their parents in many features.) 
Exercise and food: describe the importance for humans 
of exercise, eating the right amounts of different types 
of food and hygiene.  
 
Geography 
Maps of the world and our route to school.  (Devise a 
simple map; and use and construct basic symbols in a key. 
Use simple grid references (A1, B1).) 
 
History 
Dr Barnardo and Florence Nightingale (Describe           
historical events and significant people from the past 
and the reasons why people in the past acted as they 
did.) 

Outdoor Learning Opportunities 
 
Learning outdoors in our ‘new’ outdoor area.  
 
Forest schools—What is good about being outside and 
the different trees, plants and living things in our school 
grounds. 
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